Introduction
============

This review discusses the history of motivation and emotion concepts in psychology and affective neuroscience, drawing on both animal studies and human studies, in order to gain a better perspective on recent concepts and debates. In this discussion, I will sometimes combine motivation and emotion together because those psychological categories overlap in phenomena, making it hard to draw absolute distinctions. For example, is fear a stimulus-elicited emotion or a goal-achieving motivation? Or both?

Conversely, I will often distinguish between conscious or subjective feelings and unconscious or objective core processes within emotion and motivation. Although these often occur together, they sometimes need to be considered separately. To aid that distinction I will use quotation marks around 'wanting,' 'liking,' 'fear' and 'disgust' to distinguish those as objective core processes, that can be either merely unconscious or also conscious, from accompanying always conscious feelings denoted by the same words without quotation marks. The issue of whether emotions can exist independently of subjective feelings is important enough that we should deal with it right away.

Subjective Feelings Versus Objective Features of Motivation/Emotion
===================================================================

In the first half of the 20th century, to speak about subjective feelings was considered misguided by behaviorist psychologists and reductionist neuroscientists. To behaviorists and reductionists, subjective feeling measures were irrelevant, and feelings were mere epiphenomena. At best, they thought feelings were old-fashioned relics of early introspectionist psychologists, such as E.B. Titchener, who around 1900 analyzed introspective reports of sensory feelings using trained observers, but found results that were often peculiar to particular observers and in the end amounted to little of general value ([@B148]).

Today subjective feelings again are of wide interest, and for some the pendulum has moved to the opposite extreme. For example, Joseph LeDoux, a distinguished affective neuroscientist, recently argued that emotion is necessarily always and only a subjective feeling, and that verbal reports of feelings are the 'gold standard' of evidence needed to conclude that any emotion exists ([@B84]; [@B83]; [@B86]). For example, LeDoux and Hofmann write "*subjective emotional experience, the feeling, is the essence of an emotion*," and the only reliable "*way to assess conscious emotional feelings is through verbal self-repor*t" ([@B86], p. 67). For individuals who cannot speak about feelings, including animals, human infants, or brain-damaged aphasic human adults, LeDoux reverts to a stance shared with early behaviorists: such creatures are regarded to have mere reactions, without any emotional feelings at all. He suggests that "*Infants can react "emotionally" long before they can feel emotion... Similarly, it is possible, in fact likely, that animals can react "emotionally" "without feeling*" ([@B84], p. 2876). To react without feeling is not to have a true emotion at all, according to LeDoux, and he assumes that animal reactions lack any conscious feeling : "*I thus assume, until proven otherwise, that a defensive organismic state and its constituent components are implicit (non-conscious)*" (parenthetical phrase in original) ([@B84]).

This is a striking change in position, because LeDoux is well known for earlier work that aimed to map fear in amygdala-related circuitry of rats. LeDoux considers now that the question of "*whether animals react but do not feel, or whether they both react and feel, is, in my opinion, not something we can determine scientificall*y" ([@B84], p. 2876). To be unable to know something is to be agnostic. But LeDoux goes beyond an agnostic stance regarding animal emotions and instead adopts one of positive denial. LeDoux rejects his own former view of amygdala as a fear system, writing "*I and others have called the brain system that detects and responds to threats the fear system (in rats). This was a mistake that has led to much confusion. ... I will propose and defend a different way of talking about this research, one that focuses on the actual subject matter and data (threat detection and defense response*s)" ([@B84], p.2871). In short, LeDoux currently grants animals to have brain threat detectors and the capacity for defense responses, but neither fear as a psychological emotion nor the brain systems needed for emotional feelings.

LeDoux notes that his view is similar to the dictionary definition of emotion as a subjective feeling. He is also not alone among modern psychologists in insisting that emotions must always be conscious ([@B33]), nor in denying emotional feelings to animals ([@B7]). For example, the prominent psychologist Lisa Feldman-Barrett in her recent book on emotion raises the question '*does a growling dog feel anger?*', and answers "*The answer is almost certainly no. Dogs do not have the human emotion concepts necessary to construct an instance of anger*" ([@B7], p. 269). This rejection of animal emotion resembles LeDoux's, but is on different, more cognitive, grounds. In Feldman-Barrett's view emotion requires the complex cognitive appraisals, language-based reasoning and sociocultural construals of situations and meaning that only humans possess. This position continues a long tradition of earlier cognitive appraisal theories that reinterpreted emotions as essentially just another type of cognition, turning emotions essentially into cultural-linguistic representations of semantic meaning ([@B5]; [@B81]; [@B34]; [@B47]; [@B128]; [@B48]). Cognitivist academics focus on reasoning and language, and place such a high premium on rationality that they are inclined to see all psychological processes through a purely cognitive lens.

Regarding consciousness, older versions exist in psychology for the notion that emotions must be subjectively felt. The early 1900s position of Sigmund Freud, despite his reputation as father of the psychological unconscious, presaged the modern assertion that emotions are always and necessarily felt. Although Freud held that many psychological processes could be unconscious, he asserted that emotions in particular must always be conscious. Posing the question, "*are there also unconscious instinctual impulses, emotions and feelings...?"*, Freud answers himself no, because "*for emotions, feelings and affects to be unconscious would be quite out of the question*" ([@B53], pp. 109--110). Freud did not go on to explain particular reasons for why he believed emotions must always be conscious, when he granted that cognitions, memories and perceptions could all occur in unconscious forms. But after all, Freud's patients were paying him to alleviate their conscious emotional distress.

On the other hand, many contemporary psychologists and affective neuroscientists do believe that affective reactions and emotions can occur unconsciously as implicit processes, as well as subjective feelings ([@B165]; [@B103]; [@B38]; [@B162]; [@B4]; [@B13]; [@B56]; [@B60]). Many have similarly argued that emotions are shared with animals, and that emotional brain systems arose early in evolution, well before human cognitive abilities such as language-based cognition ([@B72]; [@B142]; [@B165]; [@B46]; [@B38]; [@B162]; [@B55]; [@B57]; [@B113]; [@B4]; [@B13]). These views are very well expressed by the distinguished affective neuroscientist Antonio Damasio in a recent book on affect, emotions and feelings ([@B37]). On whether brain systems for emotional feelings are shared with animals, Damasio writes, "*Moreover, the emergence of subjectivity is not recent at all, let alone exclusively human. It is likely to have happened long ago, over the Cambrian period" (p. 238).* That is, by his view the necessary neural circuitry first evolved several 100 million years ago, being embedded in ancient wiring patterns that are largely contained in deep brain structures below the cortex ([@B147]; [@B144]). And regarding the need to conceptually distinguish between feelings and emotions, despite their overlap in everyday experience, Damasio suggests, "*the felt experiences of emotions are unfortunately known by exactly the same name as the emotions themselves. This has helped perpetuate the notion that emotions and feelings are one and the same phenomenon, although they are quite distinc*t" ([@B37], p. 100).

My own view is similar: that affective reactions can occur unconsciously, as well as consciously, and that we share many emotional processes and their brain circuitry with animals. But assertions, pro or con, are only an entry point to this discussion. We need reasons and evidence to form adequate conclusions. What is the actual evidence regarding emotions? Is it an adequate theory for psychology to say that animals don't have emotions or that emotions must be conscious?

Quite a lot of evidence actually contradicts contentions that emotions are always subjective feelings, and instead suggests that emotions can also occur even in people without being subjectively felt -- at least under some conditions. These emotional reactions occur as core affective processes that can remain intrinsically psychological and emotional, even without conscious feelings, and which have objective consequences and features that can be detected in physiology and/or behavior. However, before sketching that evidence, I should point out one important point of agreement between my view and those of Damasio and LeDoux, despite differences on whether emotion exists in animals or is always necessarily conscious. We all agree it is important to distinguish between subjective emotional feelings and objective emotional reactions. The difference has important implications for understanding normal psychological processes and for understanding psychological disorders.

Avoiding Double-Standards for Proof
-----------------------------------

Perhaps the main reason LeDoux gives for denying emotions to animals or infants is that we cannot know with scientific certainty that they have subjective feelings: we have no proof of what they feel. That objection has merit, in the sense that we do lack proof and scientific certainty about conscious feelings of animals and infants. But proof and certainty are the key words here, and we should be careful to avoid double standards in using them. We also lack proof and scientific certainty about the subjective experience of every other human adult besides ourselves. Can I be scientifically certain about your subjective feelings? Can you say with scientific certainty whether your fear feels the same as mine? Do I know with certainty when you are happy or sad? Certainty is not the form of knowledge we have about subjective experience in any other mind than our own ([@B104]).

Yet LeDoux is willing to accept verbal reports from fellow adult humans about feelings as evidence of emotion on the grounds (1) that "*If my brain can be conscious, so can yours" and (2) "because our species is naturally endowed with language, we can share...the amazing sight of the sun setting over the ocean*" ([@B83], p. 49). All of us might agree. But this is a socially convenient agreement based on mutual empathy. It is essentially an assumption we are willing to make for each other (and perhaps evolutionarily compelled to make), but not a scientific certainty. It is mere conjecture to say that only other humans have the crucial brain similarity needed for consciousness but that animals do not. Clearly there is no scientific certainty about the minimum neural circuitry needed for consciousness: neuroscientists disagree among themselves over whether the essential basis is cortical versus subcortical, and so on. Dropping a demand for scientific certainty for emotion in other humans, but insisting on it for animals, is to adopt a double standard on proof. It is entirely understandable that we discard demands for scientific certainty in social interactions with other people. But let's not delude ourselves that we are being consistent about scientific certainty if we apply higher standards to animals. And let's not apply a double standard -- there's nothing scientific about that.

However, even most science is not about proof in the strong sense of certainty. Indeed, some philosophers of science have argued that scientific data never fully prove any hypothesis with complete certainty (there is always a potential alternative lurking in the wings), but only can falsify bad hypotheses ([@B121]). In fact, most science is rather a matter of reducing uncertainty by degrees, experiment by experiment, gradually building incremental evidence for a particular hypothesis, and gradually ruling out specific alternatives. Uncertainty almost never goes away completely. Even successful hypotheses remain forever vulnerable to being challenged and replaced. Demanding certainty before taking a hypothesis seriously would stop a lot of valuable science in its tracks.

Resolving Whether Emotions Are Necessarily Feelings
---------------------------------------------------

So if scientific certainty is not the way to decide about emotions, what is? Three levels of consideration seem to me relevant in deciding the question of whether emotions are exclusively conscious: (1) *a priori* definition, (2) available evidence on unconscious emotions, and (3) applications from conclusions based on emotional studies in animals to understanding human emotions and psychological disorders.

First, *definition*: it is perfectly legitimate to say "By emotion, I mean a conscious feeling." That's just a matter of personal word use. But that doesn't tell us anything about the essence of emotion as psychological fact. To go on to claim that emotion as a psychological process is exclusively a conscious feeling is to make an empirical claim about psychological fact. This claim requires actual evidence, which must be looked for in psychological studies. No one can define facts in advance.

Second, what is the *evidence?* Quite a lot of evidence exists, and in my view it does not support the idea that emotions are necessarily conscious, nor that verbal reports are the best way to assess emotion. Considerable experimental evidence indicates that some features of human emotion and motivation cannot actually be accessed well via introspection or described in subjective reports ([@B106]; [@B160]; [@B137]; [@B44]; [@B136]; [@B60]; [@B150]).

In some cases, asking people to describe their emotional reasons for making a choice may lead them to construct false explanations of their own behavior. It can lead them astray from their immediate gut reactions that would be more emotionally authentic. Thinking too much and trying to verbally report feelings can distort emotional reactions. Indeed, bringing introspective attention to pleasure feelings may actually dissipate those hedonic feelings: less introspective attention can mean more emotion, as well as more accuracy about the underlying emotional reaction, in some cases ([@B160]; [@B44]; [@B136]; [@B150]).

Studies of implicit prejudice similarly suggest that introspective verbal reports may miss some important emotional reactions ([@B60]). Implicit prejudices can only be revealed by objective measures, such as the emotional Stroop test of reaction time to affective mismatch, sometimes to the surprise and dismay of the person who is subjectively unprejudiced. Writing about implicit prejudices, the distinguished psychologists Anthony Greenwald and Mahzarin Banaji conclude, "*When people attempt to report on their conscious perceptions and judgments, they do so not based on valid introspection but by using traces of past (possibly biased) experience to construct (possibly invalid) theories of current data*." (italics and parenthetical phrases in original; [@B60], p. 868). What is subjectively reported may only be a constructed explanation of what we think we should feel or would like to feel, rather than an accurate readout of underlying emotional reactions. In other words, introspective reports can be very far from 'gold standard' evidence about underlying emotional processes.

There is also evidence that basic affective reactions can be triggered unconsciously by subliminal stimuli in ordinary humans, and can remain unreportable as feelings even when they go on to change a person's behavior and subsequent judgments ([@B165]; [@B51]; [@B17]; [@B161]; [@B162]). For example, cocaine addicts under some conditions will objectively work to take cocaine infusions, and choose them over saline infusions, even when the cocaine dose is too low to produce any subjective drug feelings of pleasure or arousal ([@B51]). Further, in ordinary adults under certain circumstances, subliminally brief visual flashes of happy or angry facial expressions can elicit unconscious affective reactions, either positive or negative, which produced no change in subjective mood reports but nonetheless controlled motivated behavior some minutes afterward ([@B162]). In that study, before and after seeing subliminal faces, participants rated their emotional feelings. Their subjective ratings of mood or emotion were not changed at all by exposures to subliminal and backward-masked emotional faces, whether happy or angry ([@B162]). Yet subliminal exposure to happy faces elicited a positive affective reaction that remained unconscious, but which could be revealed by presenting thirsty participants with a relevant incentive: a pitcher of fruit beverage. Those happy-exposed participants poured more drink, drank more of what they poured, and were willing to pay a much higher monetary price for the drink offered than after viewing emotionally-neutral faces. It might be objected that subliminally viewing a happy facial expression merely increased unvalenced arousal, which increased drink motivation, and was not truly affective. However, the test of true affect is whether it is valenced positive versus negative. Valence was evident in that subliminal viewing of angry faces had an opposite negative-valenced impact on the same thirsty participants: they poured less, drank less, and were willing to pay less than after seeing only neutral facial expressions -- again without any intervening change in their subjective ratings of emotional mood ([@B17]; [@B162]).

In passing, it is important that these unconscious affects were evident only if participants were already thirsty ([@B162]). Thirst is a physiological state that should specifically amplify brain mesolimbic reactivity to perception of a drink, amplifying its incentive salience, and providing a higher brain motivation signal for unconscious emotional reactions to modulate. Psychologically, thirst combined with unconscious affective reactions were able to modulate the incentive salience of the drink in a valenced up-or-down fashion-- making it more 'wanted' after happy faces, and less 'wanted' than usual after angry faces. This interaction between percept and state in controlling motivational value follows what I call Bindra-Toates rules of incentive salience, which will be described below. Of course, subliminally seeing emotional facial expressions is not equivalent to inducing the corresponding full emotion ([@B1]; [@B3]). But subliminal expressions do induce a valenced affective reaction in human viewers: positive to smiling faces and negative to angry faces ([@B165]). For now, my main point is simply that these results demonstrate that bivalent affective reactions can be subjectively unconscious even in adult humans, and even when detected objectively in behavior. Defining affect or emotion solely as subjective feelings misses something important.

Finally, regarding language as a gold standard for emotion, talking about feelings evoked by sunsets is not proof even of the emotions that are declared. Linguistic computer programs may soon pass an emotional Turing test by talking compellingly about enjoyment of sunsets, so that a listener thinks the computer has emotional feelings. Even in the 1970s some people poured out their own feelings to ELIZA, a linguistic computer program with scripted responses that simulated the responsive questions of a Rogerian psychoanalyst via text messages, and seemed to human interlocutors to convey great emotional sensitivity (e.g., Client typed: "It's true. I am unhappy." *ELIZA responded: Do you think coming here will help you not to be unhappy?* Client: "I need some help, that much seems certain." *ELIZA: What would it mean to you if you got some help?* Client: "Perhaps I could learn to get along with my mother." *ELIZA: Tell me more about your family*.) ([@B158]). Modern artificial intelligence is creating robotic companions with linguistic scripts that are far more compelling and flexible, able to talk with their human owners about emotions as though they shared them -- even when they don't. In humans too, as already mentioned talking about emotions may cognitively distort underlying processes based on what people think their emotions should be, rather than accurately report emotional content ([@B160]; [@B44]; [@B136]). In short, talking about emotions is often not a reliable window or 'gold standard' source of evidence into actual underlying emotions, even when verbal declarations of emotion are available.

Applications of Animal Studies to Human Emotions
================================================

In animals as well as humans, psychologists can objectively map the shape of emotional/motivational processes from the outside, by finding the lawful rules that govern their operation in action, even when we don't know what is subjectively felt on the inside ([@B104]). This aims for a schematic understanding of other minds, rather than an introspective mirroring of phenomenal experience. Schematic understanding is the way we study perception, learning, memory and cognition in animals. It's even how we measure and understand perception in people whose visual world differs from ours (e.g., detecting color blindness). What is a schematic understanding of emotion? As the comparative psychologists William Mason and John Capitanio put it, "*Our approach to the ontogeny of basic emotions is based on the phenomenon of component schemas. Schemas are hypothetical information-processing units, closely linked to observed behaviors. Most if not all schemas are affectively charged*" ([@B94], p. 240). Similarly, the psychologists of emotion Nico Frijda and W. Gerrod Parrott, posit that animals as well as humans can express 'ur-emotions,' as objectively detectable psychological processes that combine appraisals, affective attitudes and action readiness. Their "ur" label is meant to imply that such emotional reactions may be relatively primitive and fundamental, which overlap but are not necessarily identical with traditional "basic emotions" categories (e.g., anger, joy, etc.). They suggest: "*each animal species has at its disposal some innate primary actions that implement the functions we have assigned to the ur-emotions" (p. 412), including the "ur-emotion of desire in its "urest" or purest or most target-free form: as mere wanting*" ([@B57], p. 413). Mere 'wanting' refers to incentive salience, discussed below. Other psychologists and neuroscientists have expressed similar views about fundamental affective reactions in animals and human infants ([@B39]; [@B9]; [@B76]; [@B143]; [@B38]; [@B113]; [@B4]; [@B13]; [@B56]).

Of course, one goal of animal studies is to gain insights that have application to understanding human emotions and motivations. For that, we need to posit continuity between those affective mechanisms in animals and humans. Otherwise, it would be impossible to make the jump from discoveries about animal affective processes, to human affective processes or to human clinical disorders of addiction, depression, schizophrenia, etc. This jump is not always easy. Indeed another reason LeDoux gives for denying that animals are capable of fear is because animal fear conditioning studies failed to provide new effective medications for human anxiety or panic disorders. However, this lack of therapeutic development could just as well mean that Pavlovian fear learning (e.g., behavioral freezing to a sound that predicts footshock) was not the best animal 'fear' reaction for assessing the efficacy of fear-reducing medications. It is an unfounded leap to conclude instead it means that rats are incapable of fear. Other animal tests of fear or anxiety using different reactions and situations might be more successful. In any case, a counterargument has been made that many of the current anti-anxiety medications used by human patients actually were developed through various animal models of 'fearful' reactions ([@B153]; [@B21]). And there are many other cases where animal studies of emotion have produced results with successful implications for understanding human psychology and disorders. I believe these include a few from my own lab, and one is the brain-based distinction between 'wanting' and 'liking' pleasant rewards (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**), described next.

![Brain systems of 'wanting' versus 'liking'. Robust and large mesocorticolimbic circuitry can generate intense 'wanting' (green), including both mesolimbic dopamine projections and many of its target structures. By comparison, 'liking' is mediated by a smaller and relatively fragile set of 'hedonic hotspots,' which are distributed across the brain but act as an integrated network.](fpsyg-09-01647-g001){#F1}

'Wanting' Versus 'Liking': Implications From Animals to Humans
==============================================================

The distinction between 'wanting' and 'liking' initially came as a surprise to me and to my colleagues. We had believed until the late 1980s that the two concepts necessarily went together, as two semantic sides of the same psychological coin. Evidence from our studies of brain mechanisms for food reward in rats forced us to change our minds. Today the distinction between 'liking' and 'wanting' now rests on 30 years of results in animal studies, and 15 years of confirmatory findings in humans. The distinction has also turned out to have applications to human affective disorders, ranging from addiction to schizophrenia, depression and Parkinson's disease. But for the first decade of this hypothesis, the schematic understanding from animal evidence was all we had, based on objective affective reactions, which stood alone and pointed the way.

Our initial discovery came from studies of the role of brain mesolimbic dopamine systems in reward. In the 1980s, we and most other psychologists and neuroscientists believed that dopamine mediated pleasure or 'liking': the hedonic impact of reward. This was best expressed at the time by the dopamine pleasure hypothesis of the neuroscientist Roy Wise, who had suggested that mesolimbic dopamine signals are "*translated into the hedonic messages we experience as pleasure, euphoria, and 'yumminess*"' ([@B163], p. 94). Conversely, Wise suggested an opposite anhedonia hypothesis for the psychological effect of drugs that blocked dopamine receptors (often called neuroleptic drugs or dopamine antagonist drugs), which posited those drugs to cause tasty foods and all other reward to lose their pleasure or hedonic impact. His evidence was that such drugs produced 'extinction mimicry': making animals or people gradually cease to pursue or consume the reward, as though their pleasure had been drained, similar to real extinction procedures in which expected reward are suddenly missing, causing animals to extinguish or gradually cease working on tasks that formerly produced the reward. To give credit where due, some other neuroscientists, such as John Salamone and Jaak Panksepp had also expressed early doubts about the dopamine-as-pleasure hypothesis. Salamone had disputed Wise's anhedonia hypothesis around 1990, on the grounds that neuroleptic extinction mimicry did not fully mimic all features of real extinction, and because he noted that mild-to-moderate dopamine suppressions often reduced effort exerted for reward without necessarily also reducing reward consumption ([@B131]; [@B130]). Panksepp suggested what he called an 'expectancy hypothesis' for dopamine, in which it caused the "*heightened energization of animals searching for and expecting reward*" (while also contributing to positive affect in his view, as a combined motivational/hedonic incentive mechanism) ([@B112], p. 91).

But I must admit myself to having been mostly convinced by Wise's elegant evidence for mesolimbic dopamine as pleasure until we began to probe dopamine ourselves in a schematic approach to specifically measuring 'liking.' Dopamine then failed to live up to its hedonic reputation. To my initial surprise and disappointment, our results on sweetness 'liking' reactions in rats indicated that dopamine did not mediate pleasure 'liking' after all. We were using an objective measure of affective 'yumminess' in rats similar to that used by human parents for thousands of years to ask their newborn infants if they 'liked' the foods eaten by the families: affective facial expressions of 'liking' elicited by a small taste of the foods ([@B143]). In human infants, sweet tastes typically elicit relaxed and rhythmic mouth and tongue movements, and licking of the lips. Bitter tastes oppositely elicit 'disgust' reactions of mouth gapes, headshakes, arm flails and so on. Some of these affective facial expressions to taste are shared by apes and other primates, and even by rats and other non-primates ([@B61]; [@B9]). Using this schematic measure of 'liking' versus 'disgust,' we found that drug disruption of dopamine failed to reduce facial 'liking' reactions to sweetness, contrary to our anhedonia-based prediction ([@B152]). Further, even complete removal of nearly all dopamine by neurochemical brain lesions left rats' sweetness 'liking' completely normal and unimpaired, despite eliminating all 'wanting' to eat ([@B16]). Conversely, we found that stimulating mesolimbic systems with an electrode to promote dopamine release turned on intense 'wanting' to eat, but failed to increase 'liking' at all ([@B15]). Later studies in our lab went on to identify various psychological signature features of dopamine-mediated 'wanting' or incentive salience, which will be described later ([@B164]; [@B117]; [@B141]; [@B116]). In short, the early animal evidence showed that 'liking' was different from 'wanting,' and that dopamine mediated 'wanting' but not 'liking' (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). But only animal evidence existed for these hypotheses until nearly 2000. That made ours a lonely position, because most affective neuroscientists still wrote of dopamine as a pleasure mechanism throughout the 1990s and often into the 2000s.

However, gradually a number of human studies began to emerge around 2000 that confirmed our dopamine-based liking/wanting distinction also applied to people's feelings of pleasure produced by cocaine, heroin, and food reward. Studies began to report that blockade of human dopamine receptors by antagonist drugs, or dietary-induced reductions of dopamine release, did not reduce people's subjective liking ratings for food pleasure, or for drug pleasures of cocaine or heroin ([@B22]; [@B88]; [@B139]). However, those dopamine suppressions did reduce people's subjective reports of wanting to consume more of the drug or food reward.

Similarly, it is now increasingly clear that increases of human dopamine do not reliably cause enhancement of subjective ratings of pleasure (although many rewards do induce dopamine release as a consequence and correlate, but not the cause, of pleasure) ([@B89]; [@B49]; [@B91]). For example, giving ordinary people the medication L-DOPA, which produces surges in brain dopamine levels, does not increase their subjective ratings of pleasure feelings ([@B91]). Dopamine surges in nucleus accumbens evoked by addictive amphetamine or by L-DOPA correlate poorly with human subjective liking ratings of the drug - but do control their subjective wanting ratings to take more of that drug ([@B89]; [@B49]).

Thus, human confirmation began finally to amass for the 'liking' versus 'wanting' distinction we originally found in rats a decade earlier. Was our animal-based conclusion about human liking and wanting simply a lucky guess? We must have been very lucky indeed 10 years before the human confirmation began to emerge -- unless we were accurately tapping in all along to 'liking' versus 'wanting' processes shared by animals and humans, which made it not a guess at all. Instead it was a schematic inference about hedonic and motivation mechanisms of reward gained from animals, with direct applications to human psychology and clinical affective disorders.

Clinical Applications of 'Liking' Versus 'Wanting'
==================================================

The first clinical application was to drug addiction, based on the dopamine-as-'wanting' idea combined with my Michigan colleague Terry Robinson's findings that addictive drugs -- when taken repeatedly in binge-like fashion by susceptible individuals -- induce long-lasting hyper-reactivity in mesolimbic dopamine-related systems, known as neural sensitization ([@B126]; [@B14]). Sensitized mesolimbic dopamine neurons release more dopamine when a drug is taken, their dopamine-receiving target neurons become more receptive to excitatory glutamate signals, etc. This neural sensitization creates dopamine hyper-reactivity to drugs and their cues in sensitized individuals. Neural sensitization can happen in many of the same brain dopamine-related neurons that undergo drug tolerance because the two changes proceed through parallel chains of molecular events inside neurons, almost like ships passing in the night. In the short run, tolerance and withdrawal often win and mask sensitization -- as long as drugs continue to be taken. But unlike tolerance and withdrawal, neural sensitization doesn't go away when the individual stops taking drugs. Then sensitization wins. That is because neural sensitization grows or 'incubates' over weeks of drug abstinence, so that craving becomes stronger, and once sensitization emerges it can last years in animals and humans ([@B115]; [@B20]; [@B90]).

The implication for human addiction is that sensitized drug addicts could have intense cue-triggered 'wanting' for their drugs, especially when encountering drug cues in emotionally aroused states, even if their 'liking' for drugs declined ([@B126]; [@B14]). Originally we applied this incentive-sensitization theory only to drug addiction, because only drugs were then known to induce mesolimbic neural sensitization. However, it has subsequently become clear that it is also possible to induce mesolimbic sensitization without drugs in susceptible individuals, such as by exposures to traumatic stresses, exposures to strong specific appetites, etc. Recently it has even become plausible that some people, who may be especially vulnerable to developing mesolimbic sensitization, may become 'spontaneously' sensitized in particular situations via endogenous mechanisms, resulting in behavioral addictions.

There are strong individual differences in sensitization vulnerability, due to genes, hormones, previous experiences, etc. Presumably those who develop behavioral addictions are the most vulnerable individuals, able to develop mesolimbic sensitization via endogenous mechanisms, without need of drugs. Evidence that sensitization happens in behavioral addictions is that fMRI studies have reported individuals with gambling addiction, shopping addiction, internet addiction or sex addiction, to exhibit brain signatures of mesolimbic sensitization to appropriate stimuli: that is, neural hyper-reactivity to their own addictive cues, higher than non-addicted people show to the same reward, and higher than the same addicted individuals show to cues for other (non-addicted) rewards ([@B40]; [@B58]; [@B111]; [@B62]; [@B92]; [@B122]; [@B156]). This sensitized brain reaction evoked by addictive cues should produce stronger cue-triggered psychological surges of 'wanting' than faced by other non-sensitized individuals. Those addictive urges would be further amplified when the cues were encountered during stress, emotional excitement, intoxication or other states that prime the reactivity of mesolimbic systems. This could produce extra-strong 'wants' in behavioral addictions that sometimes surprise even the addict by their intensity.

A recent inadvertent 'medical experiment' involving new medications for patients with Parkinson's disease has provided further proof of principle for incentive-sensitization of 'wanting' in humans. New dopamine-stimulating medications have produced addictive-like motivations in people who were previously least likely to ever become addicts. This is called 'dopamine dysregulation syndrome' or DDS, and happens in 15% or more of Parkinson's patients who are given newer 'direct agonist' medications that directly stimulate their brain dopamine D2/D3 receptors, especially at high doses. These drugs act as artificial dopamine on those receptors, skipping over the need for natural dopamine (older L-Dopa medication promoted natural dopamine synthesis, but did not directly stimulate receptors) ([@B110]). Receptor-stimulated DDS patients can become sensitized, and are reported to compulsively pursue incentive activities in an addictive-like fashion: gambling, shopping, sex, internet, hobbies, taking drugs or even over-consuming their medications in much higher quantities than intended by their physicians ([@B109]; [@B26]; [@B54]; [@B120]). Many patients who pursue one of those activities may also pursue a second or a third, as their sensitized 'wanting' spills over into several potential targets and typically the compulsive motivations decline when the medications are reduced or stopped. Patients who show DDS compulsions have been suggested to also have neural features of incentive-sensitization, for example releasing more dopamine in nucleus accumbens than other patients when stimulated with L-Dopa. Compulsive motivations of DDS do not seem to involve higher pleasure 'liking' for the pursued reward once obtained, but rather exist alone as intense and often disturbing 'wants.' DDS symptoms are perhaps the most striking human confirmation of the hypothesis that mesolimbic dopamine activation can cause addictive 'wanting,' which originated from animal studies.

Beyond addictions, the liking/wanting distinction also has been applied to nearly the opposite psychological condition: namely, a motivational component of 'anhedonia' syndromes in schizophrenia, depression, and unmedicated Parkinson's disease. These conditions have traditionally have been described as involving anhedonia or incapacity to experience pleasure (similar to the original Wise hypothesis that dopamine blockade reduced pleasure). However, recent studies suggest that many patients with schizophrenia or Parkinson's, and possibly some with major depression, are not actually anhedonic after all: they report normal sensory pleasure ratings of ice cream or other sensory reward in the moment, even though they attach little value to any sensory, social or other pleasant reward in life. Some investigators therefore have suggested their deficit really reflects a selective loss of incentive motivation or 'wanting,' rather than loss of pleasure 'liking' ([@B138]; [@B45]; [@B151]; [@B6]). They call this motivational deficit 'avolition,' 'anticipatory anhedonia' or 'motivational anhedonia,' to contrast it with true 'anhedonia' or 'consummatory anhedonia' that would reflect loss of pleasure *per se*. Like addiction, these clinical applications draw on a psychological understanding of the separability of 'wanting' from 'liking' that originally came from animal studies.

History of Motivation Concepts in Psychology and Neuroscience
-------------------------------------------------------------

Now we will shift gears, and turn to a very different question. Namely, the nature of motivation processes themselves, and how motivations actually control behavior. Motivation concepts have changed a lot over the last few decades. For example, from 1900 to the 1970s, much of the thinking about reward motivation in psychology and neuroscience was dominated by two concepts: drive and drive reduction ([@B70]; [@B96]). Drive was typically conceived as an aversive state that goaded behavior into action to reduce the unpleasant drive (hunger, thirst, sex, drug withdrawal, etc.). We'll focus on here natural hunger and thirst, and on drug addiction, as clearest examples.

Drive reduction served as reward in this motivational framework; not as a positive pleasure or incentive, but in a negative reinforcement sense of eliminating the aversive drive. The notion that motivation is mostly to escape *unpleasant* states is a bit reminiscent of William James' quip in a 1901 letter on happiness (published with other letters in 1920) written shortly after his exhausting experience of delivering the famous Edinburgh Lectures that he subsequently revised into a book ([@B73]). "*Happiness, I have lately discovered, is no positive feeling, but a negative condition of freedom from a number of restrictive sensations of which our organism usually seems the seat... When they are wiped out, the clearness and cleanness of the contrast is happiness. This is why anesthetics make us so happy. But don't you take to drink on that account*" ([@B74], p. 158).

Natural motivations were viewed by drive-reduction theory as generators of aversive states, triggered by signals for physiological homeostatic needs (low nutrient reserves for hunger, dehydration for thirst) or of other forms of deprivation (lack of sex, withdrawal from addictive drugs, etc.) ([@B70]; [@B96]). Their respective rewards were all viewed to reduce the unpleasant drives, by consuming the drive's goal object until the aversive deficit state was gone (food, water, copulation, addictive drug, etc.). Today, drive reduction theories can still be found in a few cases, such as theories of drug addiction based on withdrawal symptoms, or in the conclusions of a few recent neuroscience studies of hunger or thirst.

For example, in drug addiction, the opponent-process theory posited negative hedonic states of withdrawal and dysphoria to be the chief force driving addicts to take drugs ([@B142]), a view that still has adherents ([@B79]; [@B77]). Modern proponents suggest that downregulation or loss of brain dopamine D2 receptors (one of the two main types of neuronal receptors for dopamine) make addicts experience less pleasure in their lives than other people ([@B79]; [@B77]). Consequently, these theorists argue that addicts must take addictive drugs to achieve normal levels of dopamine stimulation and pleasure. However, this hedonic deficiency view has been critiqued on grounds that dopamine receptor downregulation is probably a consequence of drug taking rather than the original cause of addiction, on grounds that dopamine does not actually cause pleasure nor does dopamine downregulation cause pleasure deficits, and on grounds that addictions persist after withdrawal syndromes go away ([@B14]).

Recent studies of hunger and thirst neuronal circuitry provide a few more examples that drive reduction ideas persist today. Hunger neurons are thought to include those in the hypothalamus that release agouti-related peptide (AgRP), and stimulating those neurons cause mice to eat. However, a mouse may subsequently avoid a flavor that was paired with the AgRP neuronal stimulation that made it eat, leading some authors to suggest that stimulated hunger is necessarily an aversive drive that the mouse later associates with the flavor ([@B18]). However, other neuroscientists have found that mice will actually work to turn on their hypothalamic AgRP neurons that previously made them eat, indicating that the increased appetite can be dissociated from negative valence, and even take on a positive valence in the right conditions ([@B32]). This makes a pure drive reduction theory of AgRP hunger less plausible, similar as to what happened for hypothalamic reward electrodes discussed below. Recently, a thirst drive-reduction hypothesis was suggested by authors of a study similar to the first AgRP one for hunger ([@B2]). These thirst-study authors found that artificial stimulation of neurons in the hypothalamus made mice drink, but that mice would work to turn off the stimulation if given a choice, thus leading the authors to suggest that thirst is essentially aversive.

Yet if history repeats itself, the aversiveness of the hypothalamic neuronal activation may in future turn out to be separable from its ability to trigger drinking ([@B149]; [@B11]). If so, aversiveness above could in part due to relatively extreme or unnatural parameters of the earlier neural stimulation. The crucial test will be if future studies with other stimulation parameters can eventually tease apart drinking elicitation from aversive effects -- possibly even finding that activation of the drinking neurons can become sought under some circumstances. That could help dissolve these new drive-reduction explanations into a future incentive motivation explanation for the same hypothalamic circuitry. This doesn't deny that intense hunger, thirst, etc., can be unpleasant. Of course they can, giving drive-reduction theories an eternally intuitive appeal. However, the brain's motivation circuitry may be mostly oriented toward incentive processes, even for hunger, thirst, and the other biological motivations that drive reduction theory originally was invented to explain.

The Fall of Drive Theories
--------------------------

Perhaps the single most compelling piece of evidence that moved motivation theory away from negative drive theories to positive incentive theories of motivation came from 1960s studies of reward and hunger motivation caused by brain electrode stimulation -- mostly at sites in the lateral hypothalamus that indirectly also activated mesolimbic dopamine systems ([@B108]; [@B155]; [@B96]). It quickly became clear that brain reward electrodes were not only rewarding (in the sense that rats and people worked eagerly to activate them), but the same electrodes were also often powerfully motivating in the sense of apparently turning on natural motivations. The electrodes may actually not have caused much pleasure 'liking' after all, but they certainly activated 'wanting' for a variety of natural incentives ([@B13]). That is, simply giving free stimulations of the electrodes, without making them work for it, caused rats to suddenly start eating, or start drinking, or begin engaging in sex, or parental behaviors, etc. ([@B155]). Similarly in human psychiatric patients who had been implanted with similar brain electrodes, activation of a reward electrode caused sudden sexual urges, or urges to drink, or other intense motivations, in addition to supporting button pressing to self-stimulate their electrodes ([@B102]).

The finding that the same electrode was both rewarding (in the sense of being sought after) and motivating confounded expectations based on drive theories. According to drive theories, the intense motivations had to be aversive. According to drive reduction theories, reward was produced by reducing motivations, not by increasing drives. Thus behavioral neuroscientists of the time expected that an electrode that increased sex or hunger or thirst motivations, would be a punishing electrode. They expected that a reward electrode would reduce drive, and so stop any ongoing eating, drinking, or sex behavior -- never stimulate those motivations. To drive theorists, a reward electrode that also increased motivation is an inexplicable paradox ([@B97]; [@B107]; [@B145]).

How can that paradox be resolved? The fact that an electrode that caused eating behavior (or drinking, or sex, etc.) was also a reward electrode meant that the reward could not be due to drive reduction. Since the rewarding electrode actually increased the apparent drive to eat, reward needed to be understood as a phenomenon that was independent from drive reduction. The paradox was eventually solved by incentive motivation theory described below.

Other evidence has indicated similarly that the aversiveness of drives does not actually motivate much behavior, even for hunger and thirst. Nor is the reduction of an aversive drive actually the chief target of those motivations. For example, when in a place that has been repeatedly associated with hunger, or paired with thirst, one might expect a re-encounter of that place to trigger Pavlovian conditioned (cue-triggered) hunger or thirst again, and increase eating or drinking. That should happen if re-activation of the aversive need-state or drive motivates eating or drinking behavior. But that does not happen. For example, rats typically fail to increase eating in a place previously paired with hunger drive, nor to increase drinking in a place paired with thirst drive ([@B71]; [@B99]; [@B149]). Pavlovian cues for hunger fail to elicit ingestive behaviors, that is, unless those cues were additionally paired with the *opportunity to eat* while hungry, or the *opportunity to drink* while thirsty. However, if that extra pairing with food consumption while hungry is given, then later the Pavlovian food cue can evoke conditioned eating even if encountered when the rat is no longer hungry ([@B157]; [@B67]; [@B119]). That is, a food incentive cue elicits eating, but a hunger cue does not. Similarly, for thirst,: encountering a place paired with thirst drive does not alter behavior, but encountering a *cue* for *water* will evoke intense increases in activity in thirsty rats, as though searching for water ([@B27]). In these cases, cues for the *incentive* stimulus evoke motivation in a state, whereas cues for the *drive* state by itself do not. Hunger acts to enhance the incentive value of food, and thirst enhances the incentive value of water -- but in the absence of incentives or their learned expectation, neither need state effectively motivates behavior as posited by aversive drive theory.

Not only is drive a weak motivator by itself, but drive reduction turns out to be surprisingly impotent as a reward by itself. Reduction of a hunger or thirst drive is usually not enough to reinforce behavior, unless an incentive stimulus is also involved. For example, rats that can deliver nutrients directly to their stomach via feeding through a gastric fistula in some studies fail to bar press for the nutrients at all ([@B68]). However, if opportunity to taste a mouthful of saccharin at the same time as a gastric nutrient infusion, then the rats do learn to bar press for the combination (the sweet taste by itself is similarly insufficient, revealing an importance of interaction between incentive stimulus and physiological state, captured by Bindra-Toates rules of incentive motivation described below) ([@B68]). Even studies that succeeded in getting rats to work for intra-gastric delivery of nutrients reported only weak effects: such rats bar press to earn only about 30% of their normal intake of calories ([@B105]). Similarly, hungry rats merely walked slowly to a place where they expect intra-gastric milk, but eagerly ran to a place where they could drink and taste the milk while hungry ([@B98]). And drive reduction is not even satiating: reducing a physiological drive often does not effectively reduce the motivated behavior. For example, delivering daily calories intravenously to dogs, who were also allowed to eat actual food normally if they wished, did not suppress their daily eating intake: the dogs continued to eat customary amounts of food in addition to their full doses of intravenous nutrients, and so soon became obese ([@B154]). All these observations indicate that the role of physiological 'drive states' is really to amplify the incentive value of their relevant incentive targets, and magnify their reward properties, rather than act as independent drives ([@B149]; [@B12]).

Incentive Motivation: Relating 'Liking' to 'Wanting'
====================================================

What is the alternative to drive theories? Incentive motivation theories posit that motivation is directed toward affectively positive incentives, and that brain motivation systems modulate those incentive values ([@B149]; [@B11]). Hunger, thirst, and other motivation states primarily act to *enhance* the incentive value of their particular reward, increasing 'wanting' and 'liking' for foods, or for water, and so on, rather than acting primarily as aversive goads ([@B149]; [@B24]; [@B42]).

Incentive motivation is focused on reward, which involve three categories of mechanism: wanting, liking and learning. 'Liking' reactions reflect the hedonic impact of pleasant reward, and is often considered the essentional kernal of reward. What in the brain is responsible for 'liking' reactions? Our research findings have indicated that pleasure 'liking' is generated by an anatomically small, neurochemically restricted, and functionally fragile brain circuit -- which leaves out the large dopamine projection system of 'wanting' ([@B13]). The relative fragility of 'liking' circuitry, compared to the robustness of 'wanting' circuitry, may be one reason why intense pleasures are fewer and farther between in life than intense desires. Only a network of small 'hedonic hotspots' is able to amplify 'liking' reactions to a sensory pleasure, such as sweetness.

Hedonic hotspots are anatomically small pleasure-generating islands of brain tissue, tucked within larger limbic structures, such as nucleus accumbens and limbic cortex (**Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**, **[3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). The size of each hotspot discovered so far is only a cubic millimeter or so in volume in the brain of a rat. In the brain of a person, a hotspot would be expected to be about a cubic centimeter in volume, extrapolating from the size difference between whole brains.

![Synergy of cues and internal state in generating intense 'wanting.' A Pavlovian cue lever for disgusting Dead Sea saltiness becomes negatively repulsive during learning **(left)**. But in a novel salt-appetite state, the cue becomes immediately 'wanted' and attractive, by activating mesocorticolimbic circuitry for incentive salience ([@B125]). In Pavlovian-Instrumental transfer (PIT; right), a Pavlovian reward CS+ cue (sound) elicits small peaks of 'wanting' during extinction test **(bottom)**. An amphetamine microinjection that releases dopamine in nucleus accumbens selectively magnifies only the CS triggered peaks of cue-triggered 'wanting,' without raising baseline effort based on act-outcome expectations or the effect of an irrelevant CS- control sound ([@B116]).](fpsyg-09-01647-g002){#F2}

![Motivational salience: positive 'wanting' versus negative 'fear.' The nucleus accumbens can generate either incentive salience or fearful salience. Microinjections of the same glutamate-blocking drug (DNQX) elicit opposite motivations at different sites. Both incentive motivation and fearful motivation require local mesolimbic dopamine. Many individual sites can be flipped back and forth between generating 'wanting' and 'fear' by changes in environmental ambience, as described in text. Based on [@B123] and [@B124].](fpsyg-09-01647-g003){#F3}

Neurochemically, these hotspots respond with hedonic amplification to opioid, endocannabinoid, orexin and related neurotransmitter signals -- but never dopamine. When stimulated with those neurochemical microinjections, the hotspots increase 'liking' reactions to double or triple normal levels. But no 'liking' enhancement occurs if the same drug microinjections are moved outside the boundaries of the hedonic hotspots, even still within the same structure (e.g., nucleus accumbens). Instead the microinjection at those sites outside the hotspot (or dopamine within the hotspot) still will stimulate only intense 'wanting' in the remainder of the structures, without enhanced 'liking' and sometimes even while suppressing 'liking.'

Several of these hedonic hotspots have been found in the brain scattered from cortex to brainstem (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). Hotspots are found in limbic areas of prefrontal cortex such as in orbitofrontal cortex, in insula cortex, and in subcortical structures such as nucleus accumbens, ventral pallidum (the chief target of nucleus accumbens), and the brainstem pons. The distributed hotspots appear to act together as a functionally interconnected network, so that stimulating one hotspot with a drug microinjection causes other hotspots to be recruited into neurobiological activation too ([@B140]; [@B29]). Unanimous activation of multiple hotspots together appears required in order to amplify sensory pleasures. This is shown by observations that if unanimity is prevented (by simultaneously suppressing one hotspot while stimulating another) the 'liking' enhancement ordinarily produced by the stimulation will be prevented. However, a 'wanting' increase may still may occur in such a case, again illustrating the more robust nature of 'wanting' circuitry ([@B140]; [@B13]).

Psychological Features of Incentive Salience as 'Wanting'
---------------------------------------------------------

Incentive salience, is a mesocorticolimbic form of wanting, sometimes called 'wanting' (with quotation marks) to distinguish it from cognitive forms of wanting. Cognitive wanting is goal-oriented, and based typically on declarative memories and on cognitive expectations of act-outcome relations, and less tied to mesolimbic dopamine-related systems. By contrast, incentive salience has distinct signature features: often being cue-triggered as a temporary peak of desire to obtain or consume an associated reward ([@B10], [@B12]). Incentive salience makes those reward cues attractive and attention-grabbing, eliciting approach and giving them a 'motivational magnet' property ([@B133]; [@B52]). Sometimes the cues may even become targets of consumption themselves. Incentive salience is responsible for many incentive motivation phenomena described above, including the apparent paradox that the same brain stimulation can be both motivating (i.e., stimulate eating, drinking, etc.) and rewarding (i.e., sought after in self-stimulation tests) at the same time.

Normally, mesolimbic 'wanting' and cognitive wanting often go together. Incentive salience 'wanting' gives a motivationally compelling quality to a cognitive desire, and helps motivate action to obtain the goal. Incentive salience is often thus a spur to action, reflecting the overlap between dopamine functions of motivation and of movement ([@B130], [@B132]). Thus incentive salience may proactively facilitate action and engagement ([@B129]; [@B28]; [@B80]). In people, also, strength of mesolimbic incentive salience has also been linked to personality traits of impulsiveness and sensation-seeking (e.g., Gray's BAS \[behavioral activation system\]) ([@B59]; [@B8]; [@B64]).

Incentive salience mechanisms look for potential targets and triggers in the world, either in physical stimuli or in imagination. Many reward in life are learned, so that their 'wanting' is activated by associated cues, but interaction with world targets can also be seen in people who suddenly have their mesolimbic dopamine systems artificially activated for the first time, such as by a newly-implanted brain stimulation electrode. For example, a woman whose subthalamic electrode (activating an input to dopamine systems) was turned on for the first time suddenly "*was excessively talkative and it was not possible to interrupt her while she was speaking,"* and subsequently with further stimulation "*was in love with two neurologists, and tried to embrace and kiss people*" (p. 1383) (at least, in love according to the neurologists who published the report) ([@B63]). Similarly, a man in Germany whose nucleus accumbens electrode was first turned on, "*spontaneously reported that he realized that he was in the (city of) Cologne, that he never visited the famous Cologne Cathedral, and he planned on doing this in the immediate future, which he indeed did the day following the operation*" (p. 372) ([@B135]). The flexibility of such suddenly enabled motivation in seeking targets overlaps with psychological concepts of general motivational engagement ([@B65]). However, with repeated activation, learning mechanisms tend to focus amplified incentive salience more narrowly on to a particular 'wanted' target, with addiction being an extreme example of a too-narrowly focused 'want.'

Theoretical Roots
-----------------

Incentive salience follows psychological rules described originally by a useful incentive motivation framework posited successively by the psychologists Dalbir Bindra and Frederick Toates ([@B19]; [@B149]). Dalbir Bindra posited in 1970s that Pavlovian incentive cues or conditioned stimuli (CS), which predict pleasant reward as unconditioned stimuli (UCS), take on some of the motivation features of their associated UCS reward (food, drink, sex, drugs, etc.). These cue features include the ability of CSs to trigger motivated 'wanting' to seek and consume their reward, and to a degree also trigger hedonic 'liking.'

Frederick Toates suggested in the 1980s that reward cues additionally participate in a CS-state interaction, similar to a reward UCS-state interaction called alliesthesia. Alliesthesia refers to the phenomenon that food becomes more hedonically rewarding when we are in a state of hunger, water is more rewarding when thirsty, nasty seawater becomes a rewarding taste if we are sodium-deprived, warmth is more rewarding when we are cold, coolness more rewarding when we are hot, and so on ([@B23]). Toates suggested that a learned cue or CS similarly interacted with an individual's current internal state to generate incentive motivation. That is, an incentive percept (food or associated cues) would generate intense motivation when perceived in a physiologically hungry state, but not so much when perceived in a satiated state.

This interaction can be very powerful, able even to reverse the affective valence of a learned cue. For example, is it possible to suddenly intensely 'want' something that you've learned is always disgusting? Yes, says incentive salience theory, because of this interaction.

Take a rat that has learned that a lever CS suddenly appearing through a slot in the wall, predicts a mouthful of Dead Sea seawater (three times saltier than ocean seawater; delivered painlessly through oral cannulae that had been surgically implanted weeks before) ([@B125]). The intense saltiness is disgusting, and elicits mouth gapes, headshakes, arm flails, etc. The rat will shrink from the predictive CS lever and try to escape, whenever it appears. But what if the rat wakes up on one day in a new salt appetite state of sodium depletion that it never before experienced. Squirrels and deer in the woods are familiar with salt appetite, as were our human ancestors, but modern people and modern lab rats have more than enough NaCl in our foods, so that we have never in our lives been sodium deficient. Yet salt appetite can be induced overnight in a rat by drugs that make the body quickly lose sodium, and which produce hormonal aldosterone and angiotensin II signals to its brain that mimic those of a natural salt appetite. Now its response to the metal CS is immediately changed, and the lever CS becomes suddenly 'wanted,' even though it has so far only tasted actual salt infusions as 'disgusting' ([@B125]). In the new state, the rat will jump on the formerly-repulsive lever as soon as it appears, and nibble and lick the metal lever as avidly as if it predicted sugar water (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). The transformation of the CS-triggered motivation needs no new learning -- it happens even before the rat ever re-tastes Dead sea saltiness in its newly 'liked' status. How does this happen? At the moment the rat re-encounters the salt-cue lever in newly depleted state, its mesocorticolimbic dopamine brain system of incentive salience is triggered into high activity, evident neurally as dopamine-related neurons start transcribing genes such as c-fos into protein such as Fos, to trigger metabolic activation of neuronal functions. The cue/state encounter triggers these Fos increases in neurons of ventral tegmentum (location of dopamine neurons), nucleus accumbens (chief target of mesolimbic dopamine projections), and ventral pallidum (the next target of nucleus accumbens outputs), and in limbic prefrontal cortex regions (which also receive dopamine projections), such as orbitofrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex ([@B125]). This cue-state interaction allows the CS to elicit intense incentive salience.

In this way, Pavlovian cue-triggered incentive salience can sometimes be smarter than a cognitive system: a cognitive system needs to act upon past knowledge of goal values that it has gained from experience ([@B41]). A cognitively rational rat or person, would be guided by memories of previous disgusting saltiness, and would need to retaste the saltiness in newly 'liked' status, in order to update goal values as positive required to seek the salt or its cue ([@B43]). Both people and rats can behave 'rationally' in new salt appetites -- at least, if guiding salt-related cues are absent. This may be why people who experience a novel salt appetite sometimes report feeling slightly ill, but do not necessarily crave salt ([@B87]). However, once a person encounters salt or its Pavlovian cues in the deficient state, incentive salience kicks in and the appetite can become intense and focused into a desire to consume handfuls of salt ([@B159]).

Such reversals in the incentive salience of cues is a powerful confirmation that mesocorticolimbic incentive salience mechanisms obey Bindra-Toatesian rules. In ordinary life, shifts in cue-triggered 'wanting' may be only incremental within a single valence, merely varying between zero and high. However, the motivational power of cues is modulated by a host of physiological factors, ranging from appetites and satieties, to drug intoxication, stress and emotional arousal states, etc. Reward cues alone are relatively powerless at producing motivation without an appropriate brain state. It's the brain's reaction to a cue that matters for 'wanting' motivation via incentive salience ([@B12]; [@B41]).

But the cue-state interaction for incentive salience also works in the opposite direction, so that encounters with particular cues can vary the motivational power of relevant physiological states. That's why mere drive or drive reduction is usually not enough to motivate. It also applies to drug-induced motivation. For example, an hour of continuously high levels of brain dopamine, produced in a rat after microinjection of amphetamine in nucleus accumbens, does not actually cause continuously high 'wanting' motivation. Instead, its intense peaks of 'wanting' to obtain a reward come and go during the session together as reward cues are presented and withdrawn ([@B164]; [@B116]; **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). The dopamine elevation makes the cues trigger much higher surges of 'wanting' than they ordinarily would, but these surges decay within a minute or so once the cue disappears, although the dopamine remains continuously high. Conversely, other drugs can reduce the motivating power of reward cues, without disrupting their ability to convey learned information ([@B35]).

Humans don't necessarily require physical reward cues -- vivid imagery about the reward may be enough to trigger limbic brain activations of incentive salience in people that would require cues in animals ([@B95]; [@B78]; [@B75]; [@B101]). Imagination lets humans manufacture our own vivid mental temptation-provoking cues. But actual cues are still potent triggers of 'wanting' even for people. For example, in the classic Walter Mischel experiments on self-control, children were offered the choice of one marshmallow immediately or two marshmallows later if they could wait a few minutes. Children found it much harder to wait if any marshmallows were actually present to be seen and perhaps smelled ([@B100]). The physical stimulus of a marshmallow in the present, unavoidably triggering vivid thoughts of its taste and what it would feel like to eat it, is a potent temptation for a child, even more than its imagination in the future. Indeed, children who successfully waited often employed strategies such as turning away from the marshmallow, thinking of the visible marshmallow as merely a photograph, or distracting themselves by imagining instead the taste of salty pretzels to redirect 'wanting' toward that different food. Of course, adults, and especially addicts, are vulnerable to cue-triggered temptations too.

Dopamine Sensitization of 'Wanting' in Addiction
------------------------------------------------

Incentive salience synergy between a reward cue and a hyper-reactive mesocorticolimbic brain state can sometimes work against our interest. This is why it can be unwise to shop while hungry. And some 'wanting'-enhancing states of hyper-reactivity are more long lasting, such as dopamine-related neural sensitization. Addiction is the most extreme example, as neural sensitization makes brain dopamine systems more permanently hyper-responsive to drugs and drug cues, triggering strong urges to relapse and actually take drugs. Sensitized hyper-reactivity can be further amplified to even higher levels at certain moments by states of stress (whether unpleasant or celebrational), emotional excitement -- or by taking a hit of drug again -- creating a special window of heightened vulnerability to relapse. Sensitized 'wanting' in addicts creates a probabilistic form of cue-triggered compulsion, in the form of exaggerated temptation that can come by surprise, be amplified further by stress, and be hard to resist ([@B14]).

Counter-Intuitive Sharing Between 'Wanting' and 'Fear'
------------------------------------------------------

Incentive salience may additionally have a surprising and affectively-opposite cousin, in the form of negatively-valenced fearful salience. That is, reward 'wanting' and an active form of 'fear' reaction share overlapping mesolimbic dopamine and nucleus accumbens mechanisms of motivational salience despite being psychological opposites ([@B123]; [@B124]). Psychologically, both forms of motivational salience make their external stimulus triggers become attention-riveting and motivationally meaningful ([@B65]). But while incentive salience makes its stimulus target also attractive and sought-out, fearful salience makes its stimulus target be perceived as threatening, evoking active coping responses and sometimes even defensive attack. Neurobiologically, both forms of motivational salience involve mesolimbic dopamine projections, and dopamine signal interactions with neuronal mechanisms in nucleus accumbens. The active form of 'fearful' reaction produced by this nucleus accumbens dopamine interaction contrasts to the more passive freezing reactions elicited by a threatening Pavlovian cue best known to depend on amygdala circuitry ([@B82]).

The active 'fearful' reactions are revealed by manipulations of the nucleus accumbens in rats ([@B123]; [@B124]). The nucleus accumbens' shell compartment contains a desire-dread valence keyboard, organized from front to back (**Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**): the keyboard is demonstrated by inhibitory microinjections of drugs that are either glutamate AMPA antagonists or GABA agonists. Each microinjection can be imagined as tapping a valenced key. Tapping keys in the front of this structure elicits strong 'wanting,' reflected as large increases in eating (doubling or quadrupling food intake), or creating a desire to return to the place where the key was tapped. Tapping keys in the posterior nucleus accumbens shell with the same drug microinjection oppositely elicits strong active 'fear' reactions. For example, a rat after a posterior microinjection may respond to the sight of people in the room with anti-predator reactions that rodents ordinarily emit toward threats, such as when a mother ground squirrel kicks sand with her forepaws toward an rattlesnake that approaches her pups in a burrow ([@B36]). Further, if a person gently attempts to pick up a rat when in this accumbens-induced 'fearful' state, the rat may even bite the newly-offensive hand, or scramble frantically in attempt to escape, even if the same rat is normally tame and friendly at all other times ([@B123]).

The valence of sites in the nucleus accumbens keyboard is not determined solely by neuroanatomy. Valence of many sites can be partly or wholly retuned by psychological factors such as external ambience ([@B123]), reflecting appraisal processes similar to human social psychology ([@B134]; [@B65]). For example, a bright and noisy environment flips sites in the front-middle of nucleus accumbens that normally generate 'wanting' into instead generating 'fear,' reversing from positive valence to negative valence. Conversely, a soothing dark and quiet environment flips many otherwise negative 'fear'-generating sites in the middle-posterior of nucleus accumbens into generating positive 'wanting' ([@B123]). Only anatomical extremes resist retuning, so that far-anterior sites remain resolutely appetitive while far-posterior sites remain 'fear-generating,' regardless of external ambience (**Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**).

Both the 'wanting' and the 'fear' generated by these brain manipulations require mesolimbic dopamine signals in the nucleus accumbens. Simultaneously blocking all dopamine receptors at the microinjection site is functionally equivalent to removing the glutamate-blocking drug contents from the microinjection: no intense motivations are generated at all ([@B124]). However, positive versus negative valence generated by glutamate antagonist microinjections depend on slightly different types of dopamine neuronal receptors. Positive 'wanting' required only D1 types of receptor activation by dopamine, whereas negative 'fear' required activation of both D1 and D2 types, which implicates additional neuronal circuitry ([@B124]).

In people, this 'fearful salience' may be responsible for drug-induced states of paranoia in psychostimulant users, such as when euphoria flips to paranoid fear or aggression after high doses of methamphetamine or cocaine. In schizophrenic patients, a similar negatively-valenced role of dopamine in nucleus accumbens has been suggested to produce motivational paranoia that can accompany delusions of persecution ([@B69]). This hypothesis is based on evidence of mesolimbic dopamine hyperactivity in schizophrenia, and also on the ability of anti-dopamine drugs that block D2 receptors to treat schizophrenic symptoms. By this 'fearful salience' hypothesis, medication-induced dopamine blockade may quickly reduce the motivational salience or compelling quality of perceptions and delusions, thus reducing the paranoia and providing a psychological distancing that more gradually leads to dissipation of cognitive delusions (although dopamine dysfunction is probably not the mechanism of the delusions themselves) ([@B69]).

Adding 'Disgust' to 'Fear' in Nucleus Accumbens
-----------------------------------------------

Disgust seems quite a different psychological emotion from fear ([@B127]; [@B31]). In animals, both 'disgust' and 'fear' reactions could be called negatively-valenced defensive reactions by LeDoux's recent terminology based on evolved functions ([@B85]). But the functional 'defensive' label does not capture their psychological and neural distinctiveness. This points again to the need for emotion-based labels for these core psychological processes, even in animals, such as 'fear' and 'disgust'. 'Fear' defends against external bodily danger threats, while 'disgust' defends against oral and internal toxic threats. However, neural mechanisms that generate 'disgust' and 'fear' reactions are mostly distinct, though they do partly overlap in the posterior shell of nucleus accumbens ([@B50]; [@B93]; [@B66]; [@B118]; [@B114]).

We've studied core 'disgust' reactions such as gapes and headshakes that are naturally elicited by bitter tastes in rats ([@B143]). In humans, disgust and fear expressions have nearly opposite statistical patterns of facial configuration, giving rise to the suggestion that these facial expressions may oppositely modulate sensory feedback: fear expressions may enhance relevant sensory perception (e.g., eye widening), whereas disgust may suppress relevant sensory perception ([@B146]). Original sensory taste disgust may have been extended in human evolution to include also conceptual forms of disgust, such as in perceived physical contaminations (e.g., by germs, mutilation or putrefaction), or moral contaminations (e.g., particular acts of violence or sex or prejudice) ([@B127]; [@B30]). Human neuroimaging studies of disgust have often implicated the insula in cortex and subcortical striatal circuitry (which can include the nucleus accumbens) ([@B25]; [@B31]). Our studies in rats have further revealed that the only brain site where small lesions are able to cause sweetness to become perceived as nasty, and to elicit excessive 'disgust' reactions, is the hedonic hotspot of ventral pallidum, a striatal target which receives dense nucleus accumbens projections ([@B66]). In short, despite both being defensive and negatively valenced fear and disgust are quite different emotional reactions.

Yet our animal brain-manipulation studies show one interesting overlap in neural generators for intense 'disgust' and 'fear' reactions in nucleus accumbens, involving a shift in neural mode of function at the same brain location. The posterior portion of its medial shell has two 'fear' generating neurochemical modes (glutamate AMPA receptor blockade versus GABA receptor activation), and only the GABA mode also generates excessive 'disgust'. In this GABA-related mode, the normally 'liked' taste of sucrose instead elicits 'disgust' gapes and headshakes from rats, as though the taste were bitter quinine. This 'disgust-plus-fear' mode is produced when the posterior shell zone receives microinjections of a drug that activates GABA receptors, such as muscimol ([@B50]; [@B66]). The GABA drug probably produces a stronger electrophysiological inhibition of shell neurons than the glutamate blocking drug (e.g., DNQX), which produces only a mode of pure coping 'fear.' Thus conceivably this incremental change in neural inhibitory signal produces a qualitative change in psychological emotion that adds a categorically new 'disgust' reaction to 'fear' reactions. Because nucleus accumbens neurons normally inhibit their targets (by themselves releasing GABA as neurotransmitter), this stronger inhibition could release downstream neurons in ventral pallidum and other targets into higher excitation levels, to produce the additional emotional reaction. Of course, an incremental difference at one overlapping stage of a neural circuit can still be translated into qualitative neural and psychological differences at other stages to recruit different anatomical patterns of activity. But exactly how that is accomplished remains to be understood.

Would similar neuronal manipulations of human nucleus accumbens neurons induce subjective fear versus disgust motivations in people too? We don't yet know, though these are clear predictions from this schematic understanding of 'fear' and 'disgust' mechanisms. Someday, less invasive techniques of brain modulation, or more sensitive techniques of brain measurement, may allow such predictions to be tested in humans. People may turn out to have desire-dread keyboards in nucleus accumbens similar to those already found in rats that produce core 'wanting' and 'liking' versus 'fear' and 'disgust.' If so, such findings would indicate another continuity between human and animal mechanisms of emotion. Just as when the original dopamine-based discovery that 'wanting' versus 'liking' mechanisms were different in rats pointed the way to teasing apart subjective wanting and liking feelings in humans, conclusions first gained from objective affective reactions in animals can sometimes give us new and important insights into human emotions. In such cases, animal findings at the very least tell investigators what to look for in people, shaping the questions to be asked so that the right answers are found.

Conclusion
==========

Emotional and motivational processes occur in people most notably as subjective feelings, but also have underlying core psychological processes with objective features. These core affective processes can be schematically understood, so that their psychological features become objectively identified, and allowing them to be mapped to underlying brain mechanisms. In many cases, conclusions can transfer from affective neuroscience studies based on animals to human emotions and motivations. Admittedly, not all conclusions will transfer. But those that do often carry important implications for understanding human clinical affective disorders. Best progress in building an integrated psychology and affective neuroscience of emotion and motivation requires combining human and animal approaches together, and consideration of both subjective and objective features of affective reactions.
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